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Abstract

If information systems research is to be widely disseminated, then it is important that its scientific texts are easily accessible. This study analyzes one aspect of accessibility, namely readability. Specifically, this study analyzes 5,467 abstracts of the eight information systems journals included in the Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals between 1990 and 2020. It operationalizes readability using two common measures, the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) and the New Dale-Chall formula (NDC). The study finds a concerning decrease in readability over time. Supplementary analyses show that an increasing number of co-authors partially explains this trend, but that the trend persists even after controlling for this variable. Implications for the field of information systems and future research opportunities are discussed.
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Introduction

It is generally important that scientific documents like articles or their abstracts be comprehensible for other researchers (Loveland et al. 1973). In fact, it might even be desirable that such works of science be accessible to the informed layperson as well (Scharrer et al. 2013). Prior researchers have consequently invested time and effort into studying how readable scientific articles—and especially their abstracts—are. Scholars recently found disconcerting downward trends in readability in various disciplines in the natural, behavioral, and social sciences as specifically related to the life sciences (Plavén-Sigray et al. 2017). Others have followed up with field-specific studies in fields like neuroscience and found similar results (Yeung et al. 2018). Partially because of these findings, scholars have begun to study how researchers can write more readable abstracts (Freeling et al. 2019) and how to generally improve how they report their findings (Hanel and Mehler 2019).

The accessibility of research on information systems is particularly important against the backdrop of the ubiquitous processes of digital transformation (Morakanyane et al. 2017; Nadkarni and Prügl 2020; Vial 2019). This is the case for a variety of reasons. First, the phenomenon is evolving quickly, so it is important that researchers can efficiently stay abreast of the latest findings. Second, practitioners (in business, but also in other sectors such as education) need to be able to access and process scientific material to transfer novel ideas from research into practice. Third, regulators must be able and willing
to consume scientific material about digital transformation to adequately set policy based on sound theory and evidence. And finally, a variety of other members of society should be able to access information systems research to be able to make sense of ongoing societal and technological developments.

Consequently, and in the spirit of calls for replication research in information systems (Dennis and Valacich, 2015), it is important to understand if the negative trends regarding readability observed in other fields are also present in information systems research. However, it is currently unknown if such a trend also plagues our field. For one, prior research has not specifically focused on information systems research. For another, it has demonstrated substantial heterogeneity between different fields (Plavén-Sigary et al. 2017). Therefore, we cannot simply assume that findings from other fields will generalize to information systems research.

To find out whether a negative trend regarding readability exists in the information systems literature, I study 5,467 abstracts of eight particularly important information systems journals. I analyze their readability over time using two different established measures of readability and find that the trend in the information systems literature mirrors the trends in other fields in that readability decreases over time. An increasing number of co-authors per article partially but not fully explains the trend.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. I first describe the method of analysis, then proceed to present the empirical results, and conclude with a discussion comprising implications for the field as well as an acknowledgement of this study’s limitations and opportunities for future research.

Method

Sample and Pre-Processing

I considered eight journals that were selected by the Association for Information Systems’ “College of Senior Scholars” into the so-called “Senior Scholars’ Basket” (Association for Information Systems 2011). These journals are particularly reputable and are frequently used in tenure decisions in information systems departments of universities around the globe. The basket currently includes the European Journal of Information Systems, the Information Systems Journal, Information Systems Research, the Journal of AIS, the Journal of Information Technology, the Journal of MIS, the Journal of Strategic Information Systems, and the MIS Quarterly.

I collected information on all articles published in these journals from 1990 through the end of 2020 in January 2021. Specifically, I obtained author names, publication dates, and the full text of the abstract. My initial sample included 6,750 records. I removed all records that did not represent regular journal articles (e.g., editorial material, corrections, or retraction notices) or which did not have an abstract. This reduced my sample to 5,485.

To ensure clean data, I randomly selected 100 abstracts from my sample. I reviewed them to confirm there were no data quality problems or—if there were problems—to apply appropriate pre-processing to the entire sample. During this manual inspection it became apparent that some publishers included copyright statements that required removal. I implemented corresponding removal routines in an automated pre-processing script. In addition, I removed all periods from abbreviations (e.g., “U.S.”) because they might interfere with the identification of sentence boundaries. Also, I dropped all enumerators like “(1), (2)” I further expanded common abbreviations such as “vs.”. Because they are not an input for the readability measures used in this paper (which I will discuss below), I also replaced all numbers and percentages in the abstracts with blank spaces. In a last step, I removed all text in parentheses and square brackets because such formatting frequently indicated references to other articles rather than substantive content.
Because the used readability measures require the number of sentences as an input, I decided to remove all abstracts with less than three sentences to reduce outliers. The removal of 18 such cases reduced the final sample to 5,467. Note that all analyses reported below are robust to the inclusion of these articles.

Figure 1 provides an overview over the number of journals in the sample, as well as the number of articles published in each year across the sampling frame. It is apparent that both the number of journals as well as the annual volume of published information systems research in them increases over time.

![Figure 1. Number of Journals and Articles per Year over Time](image)

**Measurement**

To measure readability, I employed two of the simplest and most frequently used measures (Plavén-Sigray et al. 2017). These are the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) measure, which measures how easy it is to read a text, and the New Dale-Chall readability formula (NDC), which measures how hard it is to read a text.

I calculated FRE according to the following formula (Flesch 1948):

$$FRE = 206.835 - 1.015 \left( \frac{\text{words}}{\text{sentences}} \right) - 84.6 \left( \frac{\text{syllables}}{\text{words}} \right)$$

I calculated NDC according to the following formula (Chall and Dale 1995; Kincaid et al. 1975):

$$NDC = \begin{cases} 
0.1579 \left( \frac{\text{difficult words}}{\text{words}} * 100 \right) + 0.0496 \left( \frac{\text{words}}{\text{sentences}} \right) + 3.6365 & \text{if} \left( \frac{\text{difficult words}}{\text{words}} \right) > 5\% \\
0.1579 \left( \frac{\text{difficult words}}{\text{words}} * 100 \right) + 0.0496 \left( \frac{\text{words}}{\text{sentences}} \right) & \text{if} \left( \frac{\text{difficult words}}{\text{words}} \right) \leq 5\% 
\end{cases}$$
Because the two measures have slightly different constructions, words were counted in the following way. For FRE, contractions like “we’ve” or “isn’t” were counted as two words each since they ultimately represent two separate words. A list of common words that was developed for use with the NDC measure, however, includes contractions like “here’s” and thus implies that such cases should be counted as one word. Consequently, the word count logic differs mildly between the calculations. This is not, however, a substantial issue because contractions are extremely rare in the abstracts included in the sample. As a brief test, I calculated the Pearson correlation between the two word counts. It was almost total with $r = .99$ ($p < .001$).

I performed sentence counts after all pre-processing steps were completed. Periods, exclamation points, question marks, and semicolons were treated as sentence boundaries. For syllable counts, I relied on the Perl module Lingua::EN::Syllable.

I followed prior literature in the identification of difficult words for the NDC measure (Plavén-Sigra et al. 2017). Specifically, words were classified as difficult if they were not explicitly listed on the abovementioned NDC list of common words (which includes words like “quick,” “touch,” or “today”).

**Analytical approach**

To test for a time trend in readability, I used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression models to analyze the effect of publication year on readability. Since articles are nested in journals, I included dummy variables for each journal in each estimation to account for journal fixed effects. This allows me to capture, for instance, journal-specific conventions, focuses, and styles that might influence the readability of their abstracts. To further account for the nested data structure, I clustered standard errors at the journal. I performed all analyses using the *areg* estimator in Stata 16.1.

In particular, I estimated models for the effect of publication year on readability as measured by FRE as well as for the effect on readability as measured by NDC. For each readability measure, I estimated null models without publication year as an independent variable and models with it. Furthermore, I estimated two models that additionally include the number of co-authors as a covariate.

**Results**

Table 1 represents the correlation matrix of all variables used in this study. The FRE and NDC scores are highly significantly correlated at $r = -.66$ ($p < .001$). This is in line with correlations between these measures observed in prior research (Plavén-Sigra et al. 2017) and suggests that both measures actually capture a common construct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRE</th>
<th>NDC</th>
<th>Number of authors</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRE</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of authors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(0.000)</th>
<th>(0.000)</th>
<th>(0.000)</th>
<th>(0.000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRE</td>
<td>-0.662</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.148</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of authors</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication year</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.2963</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 depicts the mean FRE and NDC scores per year across all articles. As is readily apparent, there is a clear downward in readability, as indicated by decreasing FRE and increasing NDC scores. This already suggests a negative trend over time, as do the negative correlations between publication year and both readability measures in Table 1.
FRE and NDC rely on three characteristics of the analyzed text: The number of syllables per word (only FRE), the number of words per sentence (both FRE and NDC), and the share of difficult words (only NDC). One might therefore wonder if the apparent decrease in readability might be due to one of these characteristics in particular. The three panels in Figure 3 show that this appears to not be the case. All three characteristics seem to change in parallel, with all three increasing over time. Thus, all three characteristics appear to contribute to the negative trend in readability.

The results of my regression analyses can be seen in Table 2. Models 1 and 4 are the null models for FRE and NDC, respectively. They only include journal dummies as predictors. Models 2 and 5 add publication year as an additional predictor to analyze our main relationship of interest. In both models, readability is significantly ($p < 0.01$) related to publication year, indicating that there is indeed a trend...
of readability over time. The negative sign of the coefficient for FRE and the positive sign of the coefficient for NDC both confirm that this trend is towards decreased readability.

Prior literature mentions an increasing number of co-authors as a possible explanation for decreasing readability, suggesting that too many authors might have a detrimental effect on writing quality (Drenth 1998; Epstein 1993; Plavén-Sigray et al. 2017). Graf-Vlachy (2001), for example, suggests that larger author teams might have greater difficulties in accommodating competing editing suggestions while maintaining readable text or that a diffusion of responsibility for readability reduces it. Indeed, other researchers’ empirical results support the notion that a greater number of authors is negatively related to readability, but that the decrease in readability remained even after accounting for the number of authors (Plavén-Sigray et al. 2017). As can be seen in Figure 4, the mean number of co-authors per article also increases substantially over time in my sample.

![Figure 4. Mean Number of Authors per Article over Time](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1 (FRE)</th>
<th>Model 2 (FRE)</th>
<th>Model 3 (FRE)</th>
<th>Model 4 (NDC)</th>
<th>Model 5 (NDC)</th>
<th>Model 6 (NDC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication year</td>
<td>-0.161**</td>
<td>-0.145*</td>
<td>0.021***</td>
<td>0.018***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of authors</td>
<td>-0.417</td>
<td>0.061**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal dummies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>5,467</td>
<td>5,467</td>
<td>5,467</td>
<td>5,467</td>
<td>5,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resid. deg. of freedom</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIC</td>
<td>42906.0</td>
<td>42858.0</td>
<td>42859.8</td>
<td>13366.3</td>
<td>13168.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Models 3 and 6 in Table 2 therefore include the number of co-authors of each paper as an additional variable. For Model 3, which uses FRE as the readability measure, the significance of publication year is reduced, but the coefficient remains significant ($p < 0.05$). The number of co-authors does not have a significant influence on readability although the effect is in the expected direction. In Model 6, which uses NDC as the readability measure, publication year retains its high significance ($p < 0.001$), and the number of authors also exhibits a significant influence on readability ($p < 0.01$). In sum, my results regarding a time trend remain essentially unaffected, and the number of authors had a significant effect on readability only when it was measured using NDC. The latter is interesting, suggesting that the number of authors might particularly influence the number of difficult words, the only aspect of readability that is present in NDC but not in FRE.

Since the left panel of Figure 2 might hint at the years 1990 and 1991 being outliers with regard to FRE, I re-ran Models 1 through 3 as a robustness check without these two years. The obtained results were fully consistent with the main analysis.

**Discussion**

Already fifty years ago, researchers in organization and management studies have noted a decrease in the readability of academic journals (Loveland et al. 1973). Others more recently showed that this trend is present in other disciplines as well (Plavén-Sigry et al. 2017). My analyses demonstrate that the trend is also prevalent in information systems research.

Of course, such a trend would not be particularly concerning if the overall readability of abstracts was still high. Unfortunately, this is not the case. The FRE readability measure is calibrated such that scores below zero are assigned to texts that college graduates might not understand anymore (Kincaid et al. 1975; Flesch 1948). The share of abstracts in information systems research that one might consider incomprehensible for such educated laypeople increased steadily. In the first decade of the sample, 7.1% of abstracts received FRE scores below zero. In the second decade, this share rose mildly to 8.1%. In the last decade in the sampling frame, 11.1% of abstracts received such a score.

**Implications for Information Systems Researchers**

The results of my analyses are concerning because they suggest that the field’s research findings might have become less accessible to potential readers over time. First, other academics might understand abstracts less when they are hard to read and they might even cite them less (Hartley 1994, Freeling et al. 2019). Second, practitioners might be demotivated to read scientific articles or even find themselves unable to comprehend them at all. Third, journalists might have a similar reaction. This would be unfortunate because they can be a powerful conduit to publicize research output to a wider audience (Bubela et al. 2009).

I thus propose that there are implications for researchers in the field in three roles. First, I urge researchers who write scientific texts to be mindful of the readability of their works. Naturally, scientific research entails some degree of complexity, and this will always at least partially translate into texts that are not necessarily simple (Knight 2003). However, this does not mean that there is nothing authors can do. When writing abstracts, they might at least make a deliberate attempt to write in a particularly simple and accessible way (Hartley 1994; Freeling et al. 2019). There are many free online tools to assess readability as measured by FRE and NDC which can help authors check the readability of their writing.

Second, in their role as reviewers, researchers might push for ever greater simplicity in writing. Reviewers have a substantial impact on what ultimately gets published—and in what form. I thus encourage reviewers to ask manuscript authors to simplify their language where feasible and appropriate. I particularly call on reviewers to give specific feedback, for instance on excessively long sentences or on unnecessary use of scientific jargon.
In the end, of course, journal editors and conference (track) chairs are the ultimate arbiters. It is thus also incumbent on them to encourage readable writing. They can do so in various ways. For example, they could explicitly make readability a criterion for decisions, and encourage reviewers to attend to it. They could also help authors produce abstracts that are easier to read. For instance, they could allow slightly longer abstracts, which might reduce the need of authors to cram as much information as possible into a very limited amount of text. They could also institute structured abstracts. Such abstracts provide a “template” to fill in and have been shown to aid readability (Hartley 2003; Hartley and Benjamin 1998). Alternatively, they might offer authors the opportunity to provide so-called “lay summaries” in addition to conventional scientific abstracts (Kuehne and Olden 2015).

Limitations and Future Research

This article has several limitations, which in turn open avenues for future research. First, the IS Senior Scholar’s basket includes only journals and is “focused on behavioral, business-oriented IS research, which might reflect a majority, but is not a universal model” (Association for Information Systems 2011). Future researchers might thus consider replicating my analysis using other IS publication outlets, including conference proceedings, journals focused more on a design-science approach to information systems, as well as practitioner-oriented journals.

Second, I only analyze the abstracts of articles and not their full texts. While prior research has found substantial correlations between the readability of abstracts and that of the entire articles (Plavén-Sigray et al. 2017), future researchers might wish to replicate my analyses using the full texts.

Third, there might be limitations pertaining to the used readability measures. For one, the measures and subjective assessments of readability may not always match (Griesinger and Klene 1984). It is, for example, possible that as a scientific field develops over time, the capability of actors in the field might increase. It is thus conceivable that scientific audiences might not actually perceive readability to have decreased over time. Future research with subjective readability assessments might address these issues. For another, the two measures of readability might not capture every aspect of texts that is relevant to their readability (Benjamin 2012). For example, they do not measure the length of causal chains which has also been demonstrated to affect readability (Otero et al. 2004). Similarly, one can imagine that the clarity of transitions between sentences or the choice of adequate vocabulary influences readability as well. Other work has also demonstrated that more complex automated measures of readability may hold potential to make even more precise assessments of readability (Crossley et al., 2017; Si and Callan 2001). Finally, other contextual factors might further influence the readability of abstracts.

Fourth, a potential alternative explanation for the observed time trend in readability is that journals might have changed in their orientation over time. It is, for instance, conceivable that some journals started out with a stronger practitioner focus and gradually transformed into journals catering almost exclusively to an academic audience. Paired with a presumed tendency of academic authors to use harder-to-read language than practitioners might use (Knight 2003), this might be another cause for the decline in readability. Devising a measure for the scholarliness of academic journals—without recourse to the readability of the texts therein, of course—would allow testing this notion.

In conclusion, my research indicates that there might be improvement potential regarding the readability of abstracts (and potentially entire articles) in information systems research. We—as a discipline and as individual researchers—should have a vested interest in making our research as easy to understand as possible (without compromising accuracy and detail, of course). In fact, there is evidence that better-written scientific works are cited more frequently (Freeling et al. 2019). Editors and gatekeepers in the community should also not be afraid to enforce—or at least nudge authors towards—more readable writing, as journal prestige is not tainted by greater readability (Hartley and Benjamin 1998). I therefore call on all information systems scholars to keep the reader in mind when writing and reviewing. Making scientific work easier to read likely benefits us all.
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